Huntersville Ordinances Advisory
Board Agenda
September 3, 2020
3:30 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Location: VIRTUAL MEETING
_______________________________________

- NOTICE VIRTUAL MEETING Virtual Meeting Information - Members of the public may view the meeting on Facebook Live at
https://www.facebook.com/HuntersvilleNCTownGovernment. If you would like to speak at the
upcoming meeting during public comment, please send your name and email address to Tracy Barron at
tbarron@huntersville.org to be added to the speaker’s list. The Town will use your email address to send
you an email invitation from Ring Central. This will allow you to call in and/or access the meeting to
deliver your comments (the 3-minute time limit still applies). For members of the public who don't have
internet access, there will be seats in the lobby for no more than 10 people to adhere to current social
distancing guidance from Mecklenburg County and the CDC. Space will be available on a first comefirst served basis. In addition, the Town will receive written comments for the public comment below by
email to Tracy Barron at tbarron@huntersville.org.
A. Adoption of August 6, 2020 Minutes (Attachment 1)
B. Comments from Audience (3 minutes per person allocation)
C. Other Business
1. Discussion on subdivision design/relief of block length limits and traffic calming measures
(Attachment 2, 3)
2. Update on Planning Board Communications Subcommittee recommendations (Attachment 4)
D. Adjourn

Huntersville Ordinances Advisory
Board Minutes
August 6, 2020
3:30 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Location: VIRTUAL MEETING
_______________________________________

‐ NOTICE VIRTUAL MEETING ‐
Virtual Meeting Information - Members of the public may view the meeting on Facebook Live at
https://www.facebook.com/HuntersvilleNCTownGovernment. If you would like to speak at the
upcoming meeting during public comment, please send your name and email address to Tracy Barron at
tbarron@huntersville.org to be added to the speaker’s list. The Town will use your email address to send
you an email invitation from Ring Central. This will allow you to call in and/or access the meeting to
deliver your comments (the 3-minute time limit still applies). For members of the public who don't have
internet access, there will be seats in the lobby for no more than 10 people to adhere to current social
distancing guidance from Mecklenburg County and the CDC. Space will be available on a first comefirst served basis. In addition, the Town will receive written comments for the public comment below by
email to Tracy Barron at tbarron@huntersville.org.
A. Call to Order
Voting Members in Attendance: Chairman Dan Boone, Commissioner Stacy Phillips, Jay Henson, Matt
Jones, Tim Taylor, Brandy Skelly, Frank Gammon, Scott Moore, and Thomas Finlay.
Nonvoting Members in Attendance: Beeker, Barron and Simoneau
B. Adoption of June 4, 2020 Item 3 minutes and July 9, 2020 minutes (Attachment 1)
S. Moore made a Motion to Approve to approve the June 4, 2020 Minutes, F. Gammon seconded the
motion. The motion passed unanimously (9-0).
S. Moore made a Motion to Approve to approve the July 9, 2020 Minutes, J. Henson seconded the
motion. The motion passed unanimously (9-0).
C. Comments from Audience (3 minutes per person allocation)
D. Other Business
1. TA20-07 a request by The Barnes Real Estate Company, LLC to allow 100% attached dwellings
in the Highway Commercial zone if the lot is on a thoroughfare, is 3 acres and less in size, and
meets other conditions (Attachment 2, 3).
L. Speight, Planner 1 reviewed the amendment request which is similar to TA19-08 that was
proposed last Fall 2019 and which the OAB recommended denial on. TA19-08 withdrew the
proposal so it did not go to the Town Board. This applicant came to the OAB for feedback in
June 2020 and the Board inquired if the 2040 Plan had addressed 100% attached housing, staff
confirmed that the 2040 Plan has not yet had significant discussions regarding this.
Staff reviewed the proposed language and identified that there are 348 parcels currently zoned
Highway Commercial that are 3 acres or less. Of those 348 parcels, this proposal would directly

impact approximately 37 lots. 24 of those lots are currently vacant and 13 are single-family
homes that could be redeveloped. Staff then reviewed that under current zoning, a property in
Highway Commercial may exceed the 30% cap on attached housing if it is within ¼ mile of a
designated rail transit station, in a pedestrian-oriented development, within a mixed-use node or
is one building on one lot. Given the current existing flexibility of the ordinance, staff does not
recommend this text amendment.
Donovan Barnes, 15533 Old Statesville Road commented that his project is a 16-20 townhome
unit with the final size to be determined based on the widening and roundabout right-of-way’s
for this intersection. This proposed language would give the Board the opportunity to bring
multi-family opportunities in highly traveled corridors, which is typically a good fit for them. It
also allows for good in-fill development and for the 2040 Community Plan to more specifically
address this in the future.
Chairman Boone responded that the text amendment would affect not just Mr. Barnes property
but all properties that qualify under this ordinance and inquired when the proposed 2040
Community Plan will be completed. Staff confirmed the text amendment would affect all
properties in the Town that meet the criteria and that drafts of the 2040 Plan should be available
in the next 30 days or so the Plan will be brought to the Town Board sometime in the Fall.
S. Phillips recused herself since one of the areas that would be impacted by this is owned by her
parents. J. Henson made a Motion to Recuse Stacy Phillips due to a possible conflict of interest.
B. Skelly seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously (8-0).
J. Henson asked what part of the language is not appealing to the Town and could there be any
adjustment to the language because they may be a good idea in some areas but across the board
approval does not sound appealing. Staff responded that some of the proposed language is not
defined in the Ordinance such as ‘heavily travelled inter and intrastate corridors’ and does not
currently see a need to increase flexibility that already exists in Highway Commercial. A. Beeker
commented that the proposed language is not clearly defined as it relates to the street type and
what constitutes a heavily travelled street.
S. Moore asked if there is any scenario that would support 100% attached in a Highway
Commercial zoning or another zoning other than TOD that has stringent requirements. Staff
responded that Neighborhood Residential would allow for 100% attached for one building.
Chairman Boone commented that this product on this corner does appear to be a good fit but the
broad amendment for all parcels in the Town is not appealing. The applicant stated that the
amendment does not change the oversight abilities of the Board. F. Gammon responded and
requested clarification that if the text amendment is approved then would these by by-right
developments. A. Beeker commented that is correct and the Board should view a text
amendment as to how it would fit for the entire Town, not a singular project.
Chairman Boone made a Motion to Deny TA20-07 because it is not recommended by staff and it
is a Town wide change that does not appear to be a good fit at this time. F. Gammon seconded
the motion. The motion passed unanimously (8-0).
S. Moore made a Motion to Reinstate Stacy Phillips. B. Skelly seconded the motion. The motion
passed unanimously (8-0).
2. Discussion on potential adjustments to Article 14 Traffic Impact Analysis in light of SB 355
(Attachment 3, 4).
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S. Trott explained that A. Beekers review at the July 2020 OAB meeting addressed the SB 355
required changes. The items for discussion today are to address possibly having more
developments pay a portion and to be more consistent between developments so that each
development pays a part but not everybody else’s part as well. That is under Article 14.4.2. The
proposed wording includes a removal of the ICU 3% minimum of change that must be met to
require mitigation and to be more equitable. A calculation which would be used to determine
which portion of the cost a develop would be responsible for versus the entire cost. An
alternative option would involve more time and possibly more money but it would allow the
developer to determine the total cost before going through development approval which would
allow the fee to be more predictable.
Chairman Boone asked how the proposed changes compare to what is currently being done. Staff
responded that under the current Ordinances the developer who exceeds the Acceptable Level of
Service is then responsible for the full cost associated with what resolves the mitigation.
M. Jones asked if this would affect the improvements that are added for a development in
addition to off-site improvements. Staff responded that it would affect all intersections that are
deemed necessary to be studied by the TIA as it does today.
M. Jones asked A. Beeker if she felt comfortable with the proposed language to meet rough
proportionality. A. Beeker responded that she does feel comfortable with it and recommends that
the proposed language in conjunction with our Town Charter be reviewed by Adam Lovelady.
M. Jones stated that the one thing that jumps out at him is that only the turn lane directly in front
of a development could be at 100% and as soon as you go away from the development an
intersection could not be 100% associated with that development. Also, he asked for a TIA that
looks at an incremental impact versus the continued adding of use until you reach the adopted
ICU with no impact to a developer. A. Beeker agreed and said that to make that change, a new
approach would have to be identified and adopted because this does not currently address that.
These current proposed changes are step one to address off-site right-of-way and the changes to
address incremental impact would likely need to be a step two. M. Jones stressed that he would
like all the necessary changes to resolve the issue to be addressed.
Staff commented that if the Town establishes the current level of service as what is acceptable
then if the level of service changes at no fault to a development, simply through traffic pattern
changes or neighboring communities, something to consider is would we be creating a new issue
for the Town to mitigate those intersections to bring them to the acceptable level of service.
M. Jones asked if each intersection is studied as part of the TIA and if the level-of-service is for
that intersection. Staff responded that only the intersections that fall above the threshold are
studied and it is a level-of-service based on a snapshot of today as a baseline in conjunction with
projected growth comparing what the area would be with the development and without the
development to show the difference.
M. Jones asked if a separate right-of-way acquisition policy would be a better approach than just
a partial update to the TIA. Staff responded that could be an option but would have to be figured
out for wording and legal. A. Beeker asked if this would be for the Town or developers. M. Jones
said it would be for the Town so there is a method for ensuring the improvements will happen.
A. Beeker stated that it would be for the Town Board to determine if they would like a policy to
acquire right-of-way, she then reviewed Article 14.4.3 Compliance which states that if the
developer cannot acquire the right-of-way and the improvements cannot be done then they
cannot provide an adequate level-of-service and their not eligible for their development to be
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approved without mitigating the impact, phasing the development or reducing the intensity, and
the third option is proceeding with a combination of those approaches.
A. Beeker stated that there are additional details that must be determined to implement this
including how the Town will handle the funds, that the funds are specific to the indicated
intersection, at what point is there enough funds collected that the Town would move forward
with the improvements. Staff confirmed that if the intersection is already on the funded CIP list
then it would not be addressed, and stated that to address those details, a separate administrative
policy would need to occur by the Town Board as to how they would address these changes to
the Ordinance if it is approved.
Chairman Boone requested that the email from Hal Bankirer regarding this be included in the
record as follows:
Harold Bankirer
Fri 7/31/2020 10:28 AM
Please forward to the Ordinances Advisory Board Members As a previous member and Chairman of the Huntersville Planning Board I am well
versed in Article 14 and all the previous attempts to modify our TIA processes...almost
all of which have only served to either maintain the problematic status quo or made
things worse.
Until and unless you modify the Level of Service (LOS) in Article 14 to make it more
difficult to "flood the zone" with traffic you will not achieve what the residents of the
Town have spent literally decades clamoring for ...a better traffic environment.
The most recent move to relax the "percentages" in each zoning district only serves to
worsen the traffic environment.
Chairman Boone asked staff is a town-wide TIA of its current level-of-service is something that
could be generated. Staff confirmed that it is possible and may be useful as a starting point for a
developer and for CIP projects, but it will only reflect a single snapshot of time. A TIA specific
to each development with future forecasting would still be necessary to accurately assess
mitigation.
T. Finlay asked what the cost of the TIA is and once a snapshot in time is taken of the traffic, and
a development occurs or there is a traffic pattern shift, wouldn’t a continuous TIA analysis have
to be completed? Could we afford that and does the Town absorb all of that cost? Staff
responded that currently the developer pays 100% of the TIA study cost related to their
development and the cost varies based on the number of intersections impacted. A Town-wide
snapshot would probably need to look at about 30 intersections because the other 30 intersections
are slated for improvement under the NCDOT TIP (Transportation Improvement Project) and
would likely be excluded from a TIA. That would likely be a Town expense exceeding $50,000
for a consultant and would need to be kept current, possibly an annual update, to be useful.
T. Finlay commented that the first step seems to be a step in the right direction and keeping in
mind the balance of the factors that can play into ideas being feasible is always important,
particularly financial implications.
Chairman Boone made a recommendation that the proposed language along with the concept of
an annual Town wide TIA on an annual basis be sent to Adam Lovelady for his review and
4

input. M. Jones inquired if the goal of the Town wide TIA would be to establish some rough
levels-of-service. Chairman Boone agreed that would be an outcome as well as a valuable
resource when considering sidewalks, street crossings, lighting and things like that. M. Jones
agreed that the data would be helpful for those decisions.
A unanimous consensus (9-0) was reached in agreement with Chairman Boone’s
recommendation.
The Board thanked A. Beeker for her job well done and that she will be missed as this is her last
meeting.
E. Adjourn
S. Moore made a Motion to Adjourn, M. Jones seconded the Motion. The motion passed
unanimously (9-0).
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ZONING ORDINANCE PROVISIONS: ARTICLE 5 STREETS

ARTICLE 5A: STREET REGULATIONS
INTERSECTIONS, BLOCKS & TRAFFIC CALMING
a. Blocks
Street blocks defined by public streets are the foundation of traditional neighborhoods. Block dimensions are
as follows:
New Development Type

Linear feet as measured between cross streets

Urban Conditions

250 to 500 feet

Major Residential Subdivisions

Not to exceed 800 feet

Large Lot Subdivisions/Industrial Areas

Not to exceed 1500 feet

The block pattern should continue to establish the development pattern at the project edge. Where a longer
block will reduce the number of railroad grade crossings, major stream crossings, or where longer blocks will
result in an arrangement of street connections, lots and public space more consistent with this Article and
Article 7 of these regulations, the Town Board may authorize greater block lengths at the time of subdivision
sketch plan review and approval.
b. Intersections
Segments of straight streets should be interrupted by intersections designed to:
1. Disperse traffic flow and reduce speeds, thereby eliminating the creation of defacto collector streets with
high speed, high volume traffic; and
2. Terminate vistas with a significant natural feature, a building, a small park or other public space.

ZONING ORDINANCE PROVISIONS: ARTICLE 5 STREETS
c. Traffic Calming
Other traffic calming measures such as mini traffic-circles, neck-downs, chicanes, mid-block diverters,
intersection diverters, curb bulbs, serial hill crests, and related devices will be considered on a case-by-case
basis, based on safety and appropriateness in the proposed location.

NEIGHBORHOOD TRAFFIC CALMING POLICY

Traffic Calming is the combination of physical measures that reduce the negative effects
of motor vehicle use, alter driver behavior and improve conditions for both motorized and
non-motorized street users.
Traffic calming objectives include:





Achieving speeds for motor vehicles that are reasonable for a neighborhood setting
Increasing the safety and the perception of safety for non-motorized users of the
street(s)
Reducing collision frequency and severity
Reducing the need for police enforcement

The Town of Huntersville continually strives to strengthen and protect its neighborhoods
by improving the quality of life in residential areas. Traffic conditions on residential streets
can greatly affect neighborhood livability. Speeding traffic in neighborhoods can create
safety hazards on residential streets. When traffic problems become a daily occurrence, our
sense of community and personal well-being are threatened.
The Town of Huntersville’s Neighborhood Traffic Calming Policy was developed to guide
Town Engineering Staff and inform residents about the processes and procedures for
implementing traffic calming on residential streets. Under this policy, the Town
Engineering and Public Works Department will work with a Neighborhood Representative
at their initiation, to identify traffic problems in their neighborhood and engineer
appropriate solutions. A neighborhood representative must be a Home Owners Association
(HOA) member and endorsed by the HOA by official letter; or in neighborhoods without
an HOA, have the support of 3 other households (must provide names, address, and
signatures of supporting household representatives).
This Neighborhood Traffic Calming Policy incorporates Education, Enforcement, and
Engineering into resolving traffic issues in neighborhoods. Residents can actively
participate through neighborhood committees providing education and awareness of the
issues and solutions available. Increased education, enforcement through spot speed
checks, and increased police visibility effectively cause self-enforcement of speed
regulations. Finally, where increased education and law enforcement have not reduced
speeds, engineering measures (speed reduction through physical means) may be explored.
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What Streets will be addressed under this Policy?
Two types of streets are addressed under this policy, Residential Local and Residential
Collector.


Residential Local service streets make up the majority of Huntersville’s street
system. These streets serve local circulation needs for motor vehicle, bicycle, and
pedestrian traffic and primarily provide access to residences and on occasion,
businesses.



Residential Collector streets are more difficult to define. Collector streets provide
access between local service streets or from local service streets to thoroughfares.
To be considered under this Policy, a collector street must have direct access to
residences (i.e. driveways).

Neighborhood Awareness Campaign
Many people exceed the posted speed limit in their own neighborhoods. “Speeders” are not
always nonresidents – most are neighbors and friends who are committed to safe, peaceful
neighborhoods. Nevertheless speeding in residential areas is a bad habit, and it takes a
unified effort to help break it. That’s why neighborhood activity is so important.
Neighbors should remind neighbors to pay attention to their driving habits and of their
mutual responsibility to the residents living in the community. HOA’s and residents can
take it upon themselves to use several creative methods of reducing traffic problems in
neighborhoods:
 Hold discussions at scheduled neighborhood meetings
 Write letters to local newspapers or neighborhood/community newsletters letting
drivers know the threat posed by speeding on our sense of community and wellbeing
 Hold a “slow down” block party to get people to think about their driving habits.
 Groups of residents can walk the neighborhood with door hangers and talk to
neighbors about neighborhood traffic safety
 Leave the cars at home. Encourage family and friends to ride bicycles, walk or take
the bus to destinations. This will reduce the traffic volume and speeding in the
neighborhood. In addition, the presence of people (not just people in cars) along the
street reminds drivers that they are in a neighborhood, not on an interstate highway.
These are just a few examples of ideas to assist residents in the education and enforcement
of neighborhood traffic problems. It is the responsibility of the neighborhood
representative to begin this process and to keep the Town Engineering Staff apprised of the
methods that are being employed.
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Procedure for initiating a neighborhood traffic study:
1. A Neighborhood Representative (as defined above) should contact the Town of
Huntersville Engineering and Public Works Department at (704) 766-2220 or
submit a request form to request Traffic Calming. The form for such a request is
attached or can be downloaded and submitted electronically from the Town of
Huntersville website: CLICK HERE. Each request will be electronically filed and
the status can be tracked on the Town webpage.
2. Staff will meet with the Neighborhood Representative to discuss the process that
will be followed.
3. Staff collects and analyzes data related to the traffic issues identified and presents
the findings to the representative. This process is typically completed within 60
days, depending on the traffic calming request backlog. During the data collection
and analysis period, it will be the responsibility of the representative to initiate a
minimum of three tasks from the Neighborhood Awareness Campaign. This
campaign is entirely the responsibility of the HOA or neighborhood; no Town
funds will be used.
4. If warrants for traffic calming measures are not met, traffic calming devices will
not be considered under this policy. The street will not be eligible for re-evaluation
for a period of 1 year. If the criteria for traffic calming measures are met, then
Type 1 options will be initiated. These are as follows:




Type 1 Options
Request increased police presence
Evaluate traffic control signage and regulatory signage to ensure minimum
requirements are met
Installation of temporary driver feedback signage (Radar)

5. A follow-up data collection survey and analysis will be conducted within 90 days
after Type 1 options are implemented. If Type 1 options are ineffective at
controlling the undesired traffic conditions, then Type 2 options will be examined.
A description of device types can be found in Appendix A.










Type 2 Options
Center Island Narrowing
Chicane
Choker
Speed Cushion
Speed Hump/Table
Traffic Circle
Pavement Striping for lane narrowing purposes (Center line, Edge line, etc.)
Multiway STOP (If Warranted)
Other methods approved by Staff
3

6. If applicable, Town Staff will engineer a recommended traffic calming plan using
Type 2 options. The staff recommended plan will be presented to the Town Board
and a public hearing will be advertised and scheduled on the first Town Board
meeting of the month to take citizen input. At a subsequent Town Board meeting,
the Town Board will vote to approve, deny, or modify the plan.

Traffic Calming Warrants
To qualify for traffic calming in the Town of Huntersville, the following warrants must be
met:
 The street must be classified as a Town maintained two-lane Residential Local or
Residential Collector street
 The street cannot be designated as a primary emergency response route, transit
route, or classified as a Thoroughfare (See Appendix B)
 The street cannot be more than two travel lanes wide and must be less than or equal
to 40 feet
 15 % of the traffic on the street exceeds the posted speed limit by more than 5 mph,
as determined by the field analysis
 The street’s speed limit must be posted at 25 mph or less
 The Neighborhood Representative must provide proof of participation in the
Neighborhood Awareness Campaign (Minimum of three tasks)

Implementation, Evaluation, and Funding
The Town of Huntersville will be solely responsible for engineering and implementing
traffic calming devices that are deemed warranted by the field study. Town Staff will
present findings to the Town Board and the Neighborhood Representative. All Type 1 nonphysical traffic calming recommendations will be implemented by Town Staff. Type 2
option plans will be implemented as funds are made available and require Town Board
review and approval. Traffic calming measures are funded through an appropriation
determined by the Town Board.
Re-evaluation and Monitoring
Town Staff will review the effectiveness of each measure after implementation. If the
measures prove to be ineffective or should traffic conditions change, Town Staff can
recommend removal of the devices. The Town Board must approve any recommendation
to remove installed devices.
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Appendix A:
Description of Traffic
Calming Devices
(Appendix A information courtesy of Institute of Transportation Engineers)

Center Island Narrowing
Description:



raised islands located along the centerline of a street that narrow the travel lanes at
that location
sometimes called midblock medians, median slow points, or median chokers
Applications:






are often nicely landscaped to provide visual amenity and neighborhood identity
can help pedestrianize streets by providing a mid-point refuge for pedestrians
crossings
sometimes used on wide streets to narrow travel lanes
work well when combined with crosswalks

Potential Impacts:







may reduce parking and driveway access
reduces pedestrian crossing width
may visually enhance the street through
landscaping but may also limit visibility of
pedestrian crossings
bicyclists prefer not to have the travel way
narrowed into path of motor vehicles
collision, speed and volume data are not
available

Emergency Response Issues:


preferred by fire department/emergency response agencies to most other traffic
calming measures

Chicanes
Description:



a series of narrowings or curb extensions that alternate from one side of the street to
the other forming S-shaped curves
also called deviations, serpentines, reversing curves, twists, and staggerings
Applications:






appropriate for midblock locations only
most effective with equivalent volumes on both approaches
typically, is a series of at least three curb extensions
can use on-street parking to create chicane

Design/Installation Issues:




unless well-designed, chicanes may still permit
speeding by drivers cutting straight paths across
the center line
European manuals recommend shifts in alignment
of at least one lane width, deflection angles of at
least 45 degrees, and center islands to prevent
drivers from taking a straight "racing line" through
the feature

Potential Impacts:






no effect on access
limited data available on their effect on speed, volume, and collisions
street sweeping may need to be done manually
can impact parking and driveway access
provides opportunity for landscaping




Emergency Response Issues:
limited data available on their effect on delay to emergency response
emergency response typically prefer two-lane chicanes to speed humps

Chokers
Description:






curb extensions at midblock or intersection corners that narrow a street by
extending the sidewalk or widening the planting strip
can leave the cross section with two narrow lanes or with a single lane
at midblock, sometimes called parallel chokers, angled chokers, twisted chokers,
angle points, pinch points, or midblock narrowings
at intersections, sometimes called neckdowns, bulbouts, knuckles, or corner bulges
if marked as a crosswalk, they are also called safe crosses
Applications:






local and collector streets
pedestrian crossings
main roads through small communities
work well with speed humps, speed tables, raised intersections, textured
crosswalks, curb radius reductions, and raised median islands

Design/Installation Issues:








some applications use an island which allows
drainage and bicyclists to continue between the
choker and the original curb line
typically designed to narrow road to 20 feet for
two-way traffic; typically avoid the use of widths
between 13 and 17 feet
adequate drainage is a key consideration
provides opportunity for landscaping
vertical delineators, bollards or object markers are
often used to make visible to snowplow operators

Potential Impacts:







can impact parking and driveway access
reduces pedestrian crossing width and increases visibility of pedestrian
speeds have typically been reduced on average by 4 percent for two-lane chokers
and 14 percent for one lane chokers
minor decrease in traffic for two-lane and 20 percent reduction for one-lane chokers
collision data not available
bicyclists prefer not to have the travel way narrowed into path of motor vehicles
Emergency Response Issues:



preferred by many fire department/emergency response agencies to most other
traffic calming measures
Other/Special Considerations:



one-lane chokers rely on regulatory signs and driver courtesy to work

Speed Cushion
Description:



modular units; either pre-manufactured or constructed with asphalt
sometimes called speed pods
Applications:




local and collector streets
designed to allow wider wheel-based vehicles (emergency vehicles) to straddle and
pass with minimal delay

Design/Installation Issues:






typically 6.5 feet X 6.5 feet in size
most common height is 3 inches
pre-manufactured unit shall be installed
on roads with adequate pavement
structure to allow for anchoring
number of pods determined by street
width

Potential Impacts:





no effect on access
traffic volumes have been reduced on average by 15-25 percent depending on
alternative routes
pods require the driver to slow below posted speed to have comfortable ride
cyclist travel is unimpeded
Emergency Response Issues:



generally less than 2 seconds of delay per hump for fire trucks

Speed Hump (Tables)
Description:



long raised speed humps with a flat section in the middle and ramps on the ends;
sometimes constructed with brick or other textured materials on the flat section
sometimes called flat top speed humps, trapezoidal humps, speed platforms, raised
crosswalks, or raised crossings
Applications:







local and collector streets
main roads through small communities
typically long enough for the entire wheelbase of a passenger car to rest on top
work well in combination with textured crosswalks, curb extensions, and curb
radius reductions
can include a crosswalk

Design/Installation Issues:








typically 22 feet in the direction of
travel with 6 foot ramps on each end
and a 10 foot flat section in the
middle; other lengths (32 and 48
feet) reported in U.S. practice
most common height is between 3
and 4 inches (and reported as high as
6 inches)
ramps are typically 6 feet long
(reported up to 10 feet long) and are
either parabolic or linear
careful design is needed for drainage

Potential Impacts:







no effect on access
speeds are reduced, but usually to a higher crossing speed than at speed bumps
(typically between 25 and 27 miles per hour)
traffic volumes have been reduced on average by 12 percent depending on
alternative routes available
collisions have been reduced on average by 45 percent on treated streets (not
adjusted for traffic diversion)
reported to increase pedestrian visibility and likelihood that driver yields to
pedestrian
adverse impact on transit/service vehicles and cyclists
Emergency Response Issues:




typically preferred by fire departments over 12 to 14-foot speed humps
generally less than 3 seconds of delay per hump for fire trucks

Traffic Circles
Description:









raised islands, placed in intersections, around which traffic circulates
motorists yield to motorists already in the intersection
require drivers to slow to a speed that allows them to comfortably maneuver around
them
sometimes called intersection islands
different from roundabouts
Applications:
intersections of local or collector streets
one lane each direction entering intersection
not typically used at intersections with high volume of large trucks and buses
turning left

Design/Installation Issues:









typically circular in shape, though not
always
usually landscaped in their center slands
often controlled by YIELD signs on all
approaches
key design features are the offset
distance (distance between projection of
street curb and center island), lane width
for circling the circle, the circle
diameter, and height of mountable outer
ring for large vehicles such as school
buses and trash trucks

Potential Impacts:
no effect on access
reduction in midblock speed of about 10 percent; area of influence tends to be a
couple hundred feet upstream and downstream of intersection
only minimal diversion of traffic




intersection collisions have been reduced on average by 70 percent and overall
collisions by 28 percent
can result in bicycle/auto conflicts at intersections because of narrowed travel lane
Emergency Response Issues:




emergency vehicles typically slow to approximately 13 mph; approximate delay of
between 5 and 8 seconds per circle for fire trucks
fire trucks can maneuver around traffic circles at slow speeds provided vehicles are
not parked near the circle
Other/Special Considerations:






large vehicles may need to turn left in front of the circle (which could be unsafe at
higher volumes); legislation may be required to legally permit this movement
quality of landscaping and its maintenance are key issues
landscaping needs to be designed to allow adequate sight distance
care must be taken to avoid routing vehicles through unmarked crosswalks on sidestreet approach

Appendix B:
Area Thoroughfare Plan
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Planning Board Communications Subcommittee
Summary

April 2019

Communication Subcommittee Approach
Objectives

•

Provide initial and subsequent public notice of construction development to residents and commercial and industrial
entities who could reasonable consider themselves affected

•

Provide initial and subsequent public notice of Community Plan and Small Area Planning efforts in order to engage the
public for their knowledge and input

•

Share recommendations with other Town groups, as appropriate

Understanding the Current
Situation

Identifying Priorities for
Improvement

Action Planning

 Reviewed existing notification process and guidelines
 Discussed concerns expressed by informal citizen interviews (non-scientific)
 Brainstormed and identified potential areas of focus

 Discussed and shared information about each idea
 Grouped ideas into five categories:
 Ways to Communicate
 Receiving and Understanding Notifications
 Accurate Notification Information
 Additional and Follow-up Communication
 Attending the Meeting

 Discussed significance of benefit and ability to implement
 Narrowed recommendations and prioritized “top” ideas
 Revised recommendations based on input
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Communication Subcommittee Recommendations

Objective: To improve the overall public notice effectiveness for land use and plan development in
Huntersville, we propose making enhancements to facilitate citizen awareness and engagement

Proposed Improvements
1. Improve features of the Planning website within current vendor template and without a full site
re-design
2. Enhance Notifications

3.

a)

Expand notification area for rezoning and other key changes

b)

Enhance mailed notifications: Envelope, mailing redesign, and postcards for expanded area
or follow-up mailings

c)

Align signage for Town projects with revised notifications and common branding

Improve accuracy of contact information (Homeowners Associations) to ensure notification of
critical land issues
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Communication Subcommittee Recommendation
Planning Website-Improved Self-Service
 Implement an improved website experience to enhance the overall public notice experience for land use and
plan development that allows citizens, partners, and employees to access information and perform
routine tasks over the Internet

Recommendations


Key Benefits

Improve the Huntersville website by accessing
the Planning page from the Home page with
fewer clicks of the mouse or “one level”
navigation reaching a map that identifies
impacted areas



Include planning and engineering projects on
the same map



Make the website as graphical and user friendly
as possible using simple language



Add “Citizen Help” feature (FAQ) to share
terminology and process information



Communicate to a broader spectrum ranging
from Huntersville citizens to interested partners



Ease of use features: simplicity, one-level
navigation, simple language



Use the website as a tool that references other
Town communications (website, signage, social
media, letters, texting) to convey town activities

Considerations
Design and Content are Critical: Make website as user friendly and simple as possible (intuitive) within the
current website platform/template (short term) without a full re-design of the site
 Increased Support Costs: Regular maintenance and updates may require additional resources

 Time to Implement: To be determined
 Budget Considerations: Some enhancements may require budgetary support
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Communication Subcommittee Recommendation
Expand Notification Area
 Reach a greater number of potentially impacted citizens and property owners by expanding the
required public notification area

Recommendations

Key Benefits

 While the current notification area exceeds the
N.C. requirement of abutting properties
only, this recommendation is based on the
subcommittee review that demonstrated a
positive impact when households were added to
the notification process

 Capture an increased number of potentially
impacted citizens and owners
 Raise overall awareness of development
activity

 Expand required public notification via first
class mail to 500 feet (doubling the existing
distance)

Considerations
 Cost: Additional mailing costs (postage and letter production) should be passed on to the
applicant. This recommendation if implemented may require a change in fees for applicants
 Time to Implement: To be determined by the Town of Huntersville
 Budget Considerations: May require budgetary support; however, most of the costs of
notification is recommended to be paid by the applicant through fee restructuring
 Ordinance Amendments: May require. Will follow normal approval process
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Communication Subcommittee Recommendation
Enhance Notifications: Envelope, Mailing Redesign, and Postcards
Recommendation
 Enhance the existing mailing program by re-designing envelopes and letters. Identify potential use
of postcards to provide additional attention for critical land use or planning development content

Recommendations

Key Benefits



Re-design mailing envelopes to utilize similar
graphics across all communication types. Specific
mailers should create the “need to open”



Increase review of information through “easy
to identify” mailers



Add a map of the impacted area to reference
location (first page) and include “process”
information



Consistently deliver Planning related
information to help citizens identify related
content



Translate complex details into meaningful ”citizen”
language while meeting local and state
requirements





Use postcard mailings instead of letters to save
cost (e.g. notifying for large projects like small
area plans or when communicating beyond 250
feet)

Integrate the website with all other Town
communications (Web site, Signage, Social
Media, Letters, Texting) to convey town
activities



Utilize consistent marketing by leveraging familiar
Town logos/branding on envelopes, letterhead,
signage, website, etc.

Considerations
 Cost: Design, production, and postage costs vary; however, cost effective solutions are available
 Time to Implement: To be determined by the Town of Huntersville
 Budget Considerations: Some enhancements may require budgetary support; however, most of
the costs of notification is recommended to be paid by the applicant
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Communication Subcommittee Recommendation
Enhance Signage
 Improve sign recognition by using consistent branding for Town projects with other notifications to
provide additional attention to critical land use or planning development content

Recommendations




Utilize consistent branding for signs
including logos and colors to make
signs recognizable
Provide stronger more stable signs to
reduce theft or damage

Key Benefits


Increase review of information through “easy to
identify” signs



Integrate the website with other Town
communications (Web site, Signage, Social Media,
Letters, Texting) to convey town activities



Increase citizen engagement at meetings and
understanding by encouraging attendance

Considerations
 Cost: May vary based on design, production, and quantity of signs. Cost of improved sign design
may be offset by savings in replacement costs of signs lost, damaged, or stolen
 Time to Implement: To be determined by the Town of Huntersville
 Budget Considerations: Some enhancements may require budgetary support; however, most of
the costs of notification is recommended to be paid by the applicant
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Communication Subcommittee Recommendation
Improve Homeowner Association Information
 Improve accuracy of Homeowner Association contact information to ensure notification of critical
land issues

Recommendations


Update current Homeowner
Association information



Identify additional practices to
maintain and update information on a
regular basis

Key Benefits


Strengthen and build relationships with critical
neighborhood associations to create new
communication opportunities and ensure accurate
delivery of notices



Improve accuracy of contact information to be
leverage across other other Town communications
(Web site, Signage, Social Media, Letters, Texting)
to convey town activities

Considerations
 Time to Implement: To be determined by the Town of Huntersville
 Budget Considerations: May require some budgetary support if additional resources are needed
 Additional Resources: Staffing considerations will impact the ability to implement
improvements
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Communication Subcommittee Recommendations
Next Steps
Identify the best way to implement recommendations. In partnership with the Town staff, create
a plan to implement the recommendations

Proposed Implementation Timeline 2019

February

March and April

 Feedback Sessions:
Discuss recommendations
with the Planning
Department, other key
Town Departments.
Update the Planning
Board

 Respond to comments and
questions. Facilitate subcommittee meeting to
address critical issues

 Define and understand
required approval
processes for
recommendations

 Begin to prepare
Ordinance changes,
following established
processes

 Present recommendations
to Planning Board

May and Beyond

 Initiate and continue
the Ordinance change
process
 Begin/Complete staff
driven changes focused
on the website, letters,
envelopes, postcards, and
signs

Desired in the
future

• Revisit: Social Media
integration ideas, Text
Message capabilities, and
additional Website
changes

 Respond to comments
and questions
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